Theatre criticism deposits an important part of the memory of theatre, compacting the rhythm of the life of theatre. It represents a genuine collection of opinions/critical comments on acting, directing views, repertoires, set designs, costumes, and it manages to create an image of the world of theatre. It helps us become timeless viewers of still images portraying the profile of Romanian theatre in the second half of the 19 th century. A mirror of its time, the theatre review allows us to understand the practices, opinions and values of that time, and to analyse the extent to which they might be functional nowadays.
the theatre world of that time. The memory of theatre does not mean simply going through a series of events, it also brings along the load of ideas and values that are specific to a given period.
My personal research into the press of the aforementioned period started from reference writings in the domain. Therefore, I aimed at structuring a frame of reference based on certain characteristics, out of which there stand out those evoked by Constantin Paiu, the first one regarding the critic's ability to state objective comments, honest journalistic observations, untouched by other interests: "I believe that discerning based on extended information, on eliminating prejudices and subjective emotions, and on an honesty in formulating critical opinions that must be as pronounced as possible, assures that each and every one of us can keep a decent ethicprofessional verticality." 1 The author does not equate theatre critics' deontological intransigence to the rigidity of writing per se, but, on the contrary, he pleads for the critics' nonconformity (the second characteristic), for authentic views and surprising interpretations, because innovating ideas could lead to the evolution of theatre: "This truth applies just the same to theatre criticism; retreating to the conventional, that is to the insignificant, cannot possibly propel the authority of this domain forward." 2 It is true that journalistic ethics and true interpretation of a performance must be present in any theatre review, avoiding the overpraising of the performance and the actors, or the deficient presentation of the artistic act in order not to shatter a certain precedent. The author considers these types of practices to be unforgivable and leading to questioning the critic's objectivity.
The aspects Constantin Paiu outlines prove their importance in defining the critic's activity, insomuch that, in the second half of the 19 th century, Eminescu also evoked the necessity to be objective and to show the truth, both in theatre criticism, and in any other type of writing: "We do not flatter anyone, because we are not able to speak untruths, and truth is the only reason to be of any account, of any nature it might be." 3 Analysing the way in which these principles apply to the cultural press of the second half of the 19 th century, we reach the conclusion that, most of the time, theatre reviews were doubled by a political discourse. This was common practice in the case of unionistic performances, too, as Vasile Alecsandri proves: "As far as I am concerned, I tried to turn the Romanian stage into a strong auxiliary for the success of our struggle. The historical drama The Castel of Neamţ [original title: Cetatea Neamţului] gave me the great satisfaction of awakening the audience's memory of our ancestors' glory, and the play Guess [original title: Cinel-Cinel] pleaded for the case of The Union." 4 He tried to extend his unionistic ideas to as many areas as possible, so that he could make an impact on different social segments; he was involved in the main events that caused radical changes and the creation of modern Romania: "The performance that shows the Romania of this era is unique in the annals of the progress of mankind! From the greatest to the smallest, we all dream, wish, invent, propose, adopt and apply reforms!... reforms in every area: language, laws, administration, mores, ideas, feelings... etc." 5 ; his political, literary and journalistic activity were generated by the values he held and deemed non-negotiable.
Emanoil Manoliu also explains how theatre worked as a piece in the great mechanism of accomplishing the Union and the reason why theatre was not suffocated by antiunion actions: "Given the state of things, the theatre was able to sustain itself because it was the meeting place that helped give information on what was going on and that urged citizens to resist those who were beguiled by agents of Russian and German consulates." 6 In the coming years, there was a shift toward the idea of education and the aesthetic aspects of theatre performances. 19 th century theatre reviews were mostly subjective, passionate, written in tune to the effervescence of the time; here is, for instance, Mihail Kogălniceanu's opinion, offering a model of exigency: "The plays are badly chosen, torn apart and badly done; the illusion of the stage cannot be seen; when the actors, well, not all of them, but surely the majority act badly, at least the sets, the costumes should be beautiful and match the plays; but this is quite the opposite; often the stage shows, in all their ludicrousness, the greatest anachronisms, costumes and people centuries apart meet in Romanian performances. For instance, in Scapin the Schemer there was a knight from the times of Napoleon, an elegant muscadin from Molière's time and a contemporary coquette." 7 However, one thing is certain, no matter the style they used, the 19 th century theatre critics contributed to the stimulation and guidance of actors toward more expressive performances and they participated in adjusting repertoire directions.
Looking at the role of theatre criticism in the reference period and in present days, to see to what extent the memory of theatre reflects the ideas of a time, we can see that things are quite similar. To support this idea that might come out as surprising, I give you a perspective proposed by Danielle Rosvally, a playwright, actress, critic and assistant professor at the University at Buffalo. She sees theatre criticism as a means to promote a performance, to initiate discussions about it, to create professional portfolios with the actors' activity and, at last, to outline the weak/strong points of the performance, so that the audience can select which performances to attend: "As a professional critic, theatre artist, and professor of theatre, I see criticism's place in theatre as several-fold: 1. To provide publicity for the considered production. 2. To trigger conversation about a specific piece of art with the greater theatregoing community. 3. To provide press clips for the actors and designers as a means to ensure future employment. 4. To give audiences a sense of the show, its strengths, and its weaknesses, which in turn allows theatregoers to make more educated decisions about how they spend their time and money." 8 Starting from these points, I will try to draw a parallel between how they work nowadays and how they worked in the second half of the 19 th century. Relating to the first point, there is the contribution of the press in attracting audiences to the theatre and advertising performances. Nowadays, compared to those times, access to information is a lot easier; the internet, posters, mass-media, all of these offer information on events in the world of theatre and performing arts, and the audience can decide not only on the artistic event they would like to attend, but also on the type of ticket they buy for the event. Looking back at the situation in the second half of the 19 th century, one can see that public access to information was much more reduced, which can be explained by the high rate of illiteracy, but also by the great costs of buying newspapers and/or a ticket for a theatre show. For example, the price of an yearly subscription to the newspaper Zimbrul și Vulturul (The Bison and the Eagle) was three gold coins, and an actor's monthly pay in 1858 was between 3 and 15 golden coins, which means that they would have had to give almost an entire month's pay to subscribe to a newspaper; as for a ticket to the theatre, we have the example of the price of attending the opening of the National Theatre in Copou (in 1846), when a ticket for the theatre show costed two gold coins, which was quite much compared to the average payment.
The second point on the list draws attention to the relation between theatre criticism and polemics. The differences between how nowadays audiences are engaged and how the audiences of the second half of the 19 th century were engaged are rather obvious; basically, we can witness a process that lasted one century and a half, through which theatre became accessible to the vast majority of the population; there are differences not just in regard to the level of attendance, but also the level of understanding, the reception of a performance, which can be explained by the emphasis on the elements of artistic education that have since been included in the educational system; observing this evolution does not mean, however, that I idealize the contemporary relation between audiences and theatre. At the beginning, there was a type of audience of which Alecsandri noted that "they are dumbfounded by these enormities [he referred to bad translations] and seem to prepare their lips for whistling; but they prove indulgent, and the makers of absurd phrases thus feel encouraged to persist in creating literary nullities" 9 , and later there was an audience that had an aesthetic taste and views on theatre, expectancies and clear opinions, as the same author stated: "Now, it is a true pleasure to work in the theatre, because the company is getting better with each day, the public taste is taking shape, thus Romanian theatre strives toward undeniable improvement." 10 The audience that started debates (conversational ones, most of the times) on the theatre reviews they had read or, especially, on the performances they had seen was, in fact, represented by the people who could afford to buy a ticket to the theatre, a newspaper, therefore an audience that was made mostly of elites and, partially, of the middle-class that was forming.
Regarding the acting, there was little written, or it was clumsily formulated; the review was closer to a collection of directions, possible advises for performing; regarding a company made of young volunteers (a formula that was scraped out of the wish of the theatre committee to establish a national company): "It is true that, at the beginning, the actor forgets that he can only stand facing the audience; the actress, instead of going out through the door, exits through the wall, but the public was indulgent; they laughed and applauded. Now the company is quite clumsy, quite unhandy, they are filled with the wish to prove themselves and hopeful about their future." 11 Regarding the third aspect, that of the relation between the actor's portfolio and the press of the time, the comparison is quite difficult, given that, in the second half of the 19 th century, the system of hiring relied on verbal recommendations and subjective appreciations company managers made on the actors. The subject is still open and further understanding can be reached by consulting the biographies of actors and actresses from that time.
Theatre criticism is seen as a way of analysing the characteristics of a performance and creating a general image for the audience, a fact that was as true in the 19 th century as it is nowadays. In our times, theatre criticism can influence public opinion, as it contributes to creating expectations or raising questions among audiences. In the most extreme case, a review can be a determining factor in a person's decision whether to attend a performance or not. These two aspects can also be seen in the second half of the 19 th century, when the impact was, however, limited by the small number of theatregoers who read newspapers.
Mihai Eminescu is an important landmark in structuring a stylistics of theatre reviews; he pleaded for going to a performance several times before writing a review for it, so that the author's opinions can be grounded, thought over and firm, which he considered better than an article shaped by the momentary impulse following the viewing, when one might have a far too vehement tone: "We reserve to speak about the success of the play another time, because we cannot have a definitive opinion after just one performance." 12 Although his ideas have been analysed and most of his articles republished, the information resources of his writing are still insufficiently used. Eminescu's views prove modern also through the fact that some of them can be found in the features shown, some 140 years later, by Danielle Rosvally, who, in arguing for watching a performance more than once and carefully processing critical opinions, supports the idea of thoughtout observations, along with trying to also see positive aspects of a weak performance, not in order to manufacture praising reviews, but to give more nuances to the reviews, to understand the ideas behind an artistic choice and to see the performance from a multidimensional perspective, not just as a single block, which can only be commented upon from a certain angle.
Theatre reviews from the second half of the 19 th century are, in fact, the pillars of the development of theatre, they give proof of the journey of Romanian dramaturgy, they are a glossary of words touched by obsolescence, which turns them into a precious collection of true pulsations, taken out of context and brought to life by the first rereading. They keep their roles as mirrors of a time, an audience and of theatre people, which we look at to understand the dynamics of the cultural life of the 19 th century, as well as to form new perspectives on current practices, opinions and values in the world of theatre. Thus, theatre reviews become the depositaries of an important part of this memory, compacting the rhythm of theatre life and helping us feel its vibration. Through them, we become timeless viewers of still images portraying Romanian theatre from the second half of the 19 th century. Constanța Trifu wrote: "But we can only get a feel of its [theatre's] life, flesh and soul from the pages of theatre reviews" 13 , pointing at the
